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Conclusion 

By this stage we hope that the reader has been convinced of the intrinsic value of 
Managerial Economics as an object of study. At the same time we have tried to 
link the academic content to practical issues - not in the sense of preparing the 
reader so that he is now able to confidently pronounce on business problems, 
but in the sense he is aware of the sort of concepts and method of thinking that 
should lead to better decisions. 

As with any text there are a number of topics that have been omitted to keep 
its length within reasonable bounds. Perhaps the most obvious omission is explicit 
discussion of decision-making in public utilities. A rigorous and comprehensive 
treatment of this would have probably doubled the length of the book. However 
there is much that is retained which is relevant. For whatever the objectives of 
the enterprise these will be better accomplished by using resources efficiently. 
For example, planning for the provision of public services involves estimating 
future demand and cost conditions in order to achieve maximum provision from 
limited resources. 

The penalty to be paid in attempting to be comprehensive is that scant justice 
is given to other subjects which may be important. Although Managerial Econom
ics has a firm base in economic theory, other disciplines are relevant to the study 
of business decisions. There could be much to be gained from undertaking study 
of mathematics, operational research and the whole host of approaches loosely 
termed 'management science'. 

However for many students this book can be treated as self-contained. For 
them it is perhaps optimal that they seek to combine their knowledge of theoreti
cal principles with practical experience. But a word of caution \s necessary. The 
best economist in the world is of little value to the firm if he fa1ls to communi
cate effectively and sympathetically with those responsible for business decisions. 
The ability to do this is an essential element of the 'art' of management. 
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